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Resources & Risk 
PRODUCTION SLATE 2011: 
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CEO RESPONSES AND CHALLENGES 
 
93% of CEOs see sustainability as important to their company’s future success 





“By 2030, energy efficiency and behaviour change will offset more CO2 than all the 
new wind, solar and alternative energy generation methods combined” 
World Energy Outlook 2009, IEA/OECD 
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MOVING FROM STRATEGY TO EXECUTION  
• Leading organisations have their strategy in place 
• Aligning management and staff is the major 
challenge 
• Generating new knowledge, skills and mindsets 
for sustainable growth 
• Actively shaping consumer and customer 
awareness 
• Embedding new concepts of value and KPI metrics 
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1. Mass production 
2. Technology 
3. Quality  
4. Globalisation 










The Sustainability Imperative: David A. Lubin and Daniel C. Esty HBR 2010 
“Megatrends force fundamental and persistent 
shifts in how companies compete. They emerge from 
or be accelerated by financial crises, shifts in the 
social realities that define the marketplace, or the 
threat of conflict over resources.” 
The common thread? Megatrends present 
inescapable strategic imperatives for corporate 
leaders.  
 




•energy price volatility 
•reputation 
 
•Organisational best practice 
•processes and efficiencies 
•reputation, investor and stakeholder relationships 
•internal communication, staff attraction and retention 
 
•Quantifiable, case studied cost reduction and ROI 
WHY WILL BUSINESS SEEK MEASUREMENT? 
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…Sustainability hooks can work in a variety of circumstances, e.g.  
Staff engagement, staff retention, morale. Do you want proof points  
for the objective, or the sign-off challenge? 
Toshiba, Computershare, Lend Lease, BT 
2006 
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0% £4,000,000 3,076,923  3,738,462 3,892,308 7,630,769 
5% £3,800,000 £200,000 2,923,077 153,846   3,551,538 186,923  3,697,692 194,615  7,249,231 381,538     
10% £3,600,000 £400,000 2,769,231 307,692   3,364,615 373,846  3,503,077 389,231  6,867,692 763,077     

















Saving 200,000 153,846 176,923 207,692








Graph to show return on investment 
over a 3 year period 
Assumptions: 
• Initial investment of £xxxx 
• Return on investment after xxx days 
• Cumulative return on investment of £xxxx at a 5% 
level 
Date Forecast petrol prices Price per year 5% saving Forecast diesel prices Price per year 5% saving
Jul-11 £1.350 £2,362,784 £118,139 £1.398 £1,501,442 £75,072
Dec-11 £1.386 £2,425,791 £121,290 £1.418 £1,522,921 £76,146
Jul-12 £1.431 £2,504,551 £125,228 £1.448 £1,555,141 £77,757
Dec-12 £1.431 £2,504,551 £125,228 £1.468 £1,576,621 £78,831
Jul-13 £1.461 £2,557,057 £127,853 £1.498 £1,608,841 £80,442
Dec-13 £1.481 £2,592,061 £129,603 £1.518 £1,630,321 £81,516
Jul-14 £1.511 £2,644,567 £132,228 £1.548 £1,662,540 £83,127
Dec-14 £1.531 £2,679,572 £133,979 £1.568 £1,684,020 £84,201
Graph to show petrol prices 
since 2000 and 3 year forecast 
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ECODESK PROFILE 
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DEVELOPMENT TRACK 
ECO-PRODUCT SCOPE SME (TBC) BUS CASE SCRIPT AVAILABLE WEBSITE SALES LANG 
PROFILE √ √ √ √ √ √ √ UK, AU 
BUSINESS 
DESK 2.0 √ TELSTRA √ √ IN DEV √ √ UK, AU 
DRIVE TRUCK √ LINFOX √ √ √ √ √ UK, AU, CN, IN, 
MY, ID, TH 
DRIVE FLEET √ √ √ √ √ √ √ UK/AU 
EXEC √ √ √ √ √ 
WORK √ LINFOX √ √ √ √ UK, AU,  
BUILD √ ARUP √ 
FLOAT √ MAERSK √ √ IN DEV √ √ √ 
DATA CENTRE √ TELSTRA √ 
PRINT MGMT √ RICOH √ 
VID CONF √ TELSTRA √ 
CARBON TRADE √ (TBC) √ 
RECYCLING √ (VEOLIA) √ 
RETAIL √ (TBC) √ 
SALES √ (TBC) 
SUPPLY CHAIN √ (TBC) 
WATER √ (TBC) 
WASTE √ (TBC) 
TRAVEL √ (VIRGIN) 
GOV √ √ √ √ √ √ 
SCHOOLS √ (TBC) 
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www.ecodesk.com 
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